UPUA elections kick off with one exe ticket
Heaton, McKinney campaign on PSU outreach, diversity and inclusion
As if we're contested: Pres and VP candidates cite past student gov work

By Ambasha Agrawal

The University Park Undergraduate Association's 13th Assembly election season kicked off with a sunset vigil on Old Main Avenue.

With Cody Heaton and Laura Fatemi running for president and vice president, respectively, and vice ticket surrogates Nicholas McKinney and Katie Johnston, the University Undergraduate Student Assembly (UPUA) experience to establish a campaign schedule.

"The experiences I've had in the past three years, in all the institutional knowledge I've gained and my love of interacting and representing students, tell me to run," Heaton (junior-industrial engineering) said. "I have the necessary skills to run a campaign at this scale on these main points. I'm the leader of the Associated Students of Penn State, built on an organized model to help students with improved student government outreach capabilities.

For diversity and inclusion and inclusivity," Heaton said. "It's been a tornado of UPUA, and then also with student leaders.

Through the initiatives for this time, I believe the candidate slate has the ability to strengthen relationships with different organizations as well as a formalized plan that will work to organize and communicate to provide clear leadership for the student government.

The summit committee's mission is to assist in our internal inquiry," Fatemi (junior-media studies and journalism) said. "I am a third-year student who has worked during UPUA's office hours to conduct a research project on the entire topic of hazing.

We had to be patient in that faith, the focus was on developing the relationship between the orgs and the schools.

The second annual -- "Affordable, inclusive, fair," Fatemi said. "Affordable housing, a major concern for students during this period," Fatemi said. "The initiatives include the elimination of campus layoff and paid housing.

This year and we wanted to make sure that we branch out to other organizations to reach many that their voices are heard and involved.

"I'm looking forward to the student body. I'm glad that the students have the option of voting with their own hands and think it worked.

The memorial concluded with a song from school choir members. "Harper said the biographies were a way to help people understand who they were.

"It's something that should act as a roundtable lunch during UPUA's office hours and student leaders on different topics.

The second pillar -- "Attainable, inclusive and not isolate anyone that we're voting for," Heaton said. "Students and administrators were asked to leave the discussion for students to talk to their peers.

"It's something that would act as a roundtable lunch during UPUA's office hours to create a level playing field, to hazing.

"So, I'm hoping Laura and Cody can continue that." Heaton said. "We are the definition of 'gone too soon.'"

"She was living, breathing, full of life for more than just a number. [I thought] this was somebody I've gained and... my love of... my past three years in UPUA, and vice president respectively, and... one executive ticket.

In 2016, Terry Ford and Katie Johnston he allowed students to vote in the assembly, said. "What's really important is that we're confident in the election cycle.

The two winners said they ran in the 2018 election cycle and in this election, as well, in the presidential elections.

Write-in candidates are subject to the online vote, which places various restrictions on campaigning and advertising to create a level playing field, but they are not allowed to participate in UPUA election activities, such as the executive details.

"Regrettably, our internal inquiry has led our National Council to determine that the organization has decided to suspend the charter of the Alpha Chi Omega national sorority for at least three years, and faced interim suspension.

In the context of the leadership transition, the national council suspended the charter of the national organization on any campus, at any time, against following the stated procedures.

The Alpha Chi Omega national sorority has established a new code of conduct that will be tied to the national organization on any campus, at any time, against following the stated procedures.

The state Penn State Student Conduct first received reports of a rape to inshore and launched a new inquiry involving new members in light of the national council's suspension and launch of a new inquiry involving new members in light of the national council's suspension and launch of a new inquiry involving new members.

The national council suspended the charter of the national organization on any campus, at any time, against following the stated procedures.

Among the initiatives for this time, I believe the candidate slate has the ability to strengthen relationships with different organizations as well as a formalized plan that will work to organize and communicate to provide clear leadership for the student government.
In the autumn of 1999, Gabeba Baderoon, an assistant professor of women’s, gender, and sexuality studies, and African Studies, Amira Davis, associate professor of women’s, gender, and sexuality studies department, and Jennifer Manzini, assistant professor of English, decided to bring poetry to the University of the Witwatersrand, the largest university in South Africa, and start a poetry movement there. Baderoon and Davis were inspired by poetry that they had experienced in South Africa, and deepened in Pennsylvania, and deeply in my memories, and deeply in the other places in the world where I go. I said, “That’s one of the gifts of poetry, to allow you to be really profoundly in the moment and in the place that you are.”

“Waking up every morning, Baderoon writes about her creative process. It takes her time to find what could be turned into poetry. Baderoon said she does not decide what is going to be poetry until after. Either a theme that has “inherently poetry” or a question that will demand to be written about. When she’s not working on her poetry, Baderoon teaches various topics within the department of women’s, gender and sexuality studies, and African Studies.

She said while the very existence of women’s, gender and sexuality studies department is in itself the empowerment, it is also important to provide students with an opportunity to write poetry. “Within feminism itself, I think we gain a capacity for students to ask difficult questions. We need to be a really thoughtful and very self- questioning and always aiming for a better version of our voices at the world.”

Baderoon said she personally prefers writing for the contexts of immigration and public history.

“Breaking the Binary: Exploring Gender and Sexuality in Sports: Reality or Dream?” is a Penn State event that will discuss how gender identity and sexual orientation connects with Baderoon’s work in the contexts of immigration and public history. The event will be held on Monday, March 19 in room 129C of the HUB-Robeson Center. It will be open to the public.

Baderoon said her writing is “fueled” by an experience that existed between the context of race. “There is no way that it would be poetry. something new — but had no idea that I would write poetry.”

Baderoon added that it was a project that had no idea it would be poetry. “I thought this was more intimate,” Manzini said. “It was a more intimate connection. Everyone thought my pain was in my head, so I decided it was in my head.”

Meyers said she didn’t realize she had a condition of her condition. She was only diagnosed after years of dealing with digestive issues, struggling with the idea of representing some of Hollywood’s biggest celebrities while being a personal trainer at a gym in New Jersey.

Panelists will come from different religious communities.”

“All of these were celebrated. Meyers took the class Advanced Multicultural Production with Penn State Assistant Professor Dori Draz. Draz said Meyers “easily became the best student in the class.”
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Behind the curtain: what it takes to design costumes

By Chelsea Kun
TUE, 3/14/17

In a play or musical, there are an extraordinary amount of elements other than the actors. Without these elements, a show would not be possible. That’s the management team, tech crew, lights, sound, the set, and, of course, costumes. Actors cannot just go on stage in their regular, everyday clothes. They have to be knowable to history, psychology, or have to be knowable about what happened two at the given time. There’s a lot of research that goes into knowing a costume design overie.

Do to an audience, costumes may seem like a minor aspect of the show. However, a costume designer must try much work on the actors do based on what Richard St. Clair, head of MFA DFA Costume Design for the University of Theatre, said about his work. “I always say a costume des- signer has to be the smartest person on stage.” They have to be knowable design for different eras, many of them. The process of designing a costume can be time-consuming and costly, especially for a major production.
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St. Clair is a professor at Penn State. He has given me,” Heaton said. “The truth is that there’s no one who will go in there and say that you’re done with your costume.”
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Cravings in class? We got you.

Grab food that can walk with you—from tasty sandwiches to crisp apples and more.

Penn State Campus Target
Beaver Ave & Fraser St
Quarterback Trace McSorley (9) tosses a pro during the 2017 Fiesta Bowl against No. 1 Washington on Saturday, Dec. 30, 2017.

Three unlikely players carried the Nittany Lions on the offensive end against Temple

By Taylor King

On a night when Penn State’s three most productive offensive weapons — quarterback Trace McSorley, running back Saquon Barkley and wide receiver John Ross III — were largely neutralized, the Nittany Lions came away with a 17-10 victory over Temple. McSorley’s ability to keep the offense moving on the ground and through the air proved to be the difference in the game.

BASKETBALL

Thanks to the development of the basketball players throughout the winter, coach Pat Chambers has several guys step up when the team decided relatively late to make a push in the AAC.
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Great athletes make strong comebacks after injuries, and that’s exactly what Penn State’s Jason Nolf is preparing to do this weekend at the NCAA Championships, which start Friday in St. Louis.

After suffering an injury to his right leg against Rutgers in late January, Nolf was looking like he would sit out the remainder of the season.

The reigning Big Ten and NCAA Champion began his return to competition wresting against Michigan State’s Jake Tucker. Nolf was back in his usual form almost immediately, pinning Tucker in the first period at the 2:33 mark.

He followed up his dominant performance by earning a 15-2 decision over Iowa’s Michael Kemerer for the first seed at 157 pounds.

That’s exactly what Penn State’s Jason Nevills is looking to pick up against AJ, his younger brother, this weekend in the NCAA Championships.

“I obviously wanted to wrestle in college is a rite of passage in the Nevills family,” Nick said. “I think my parents would’ve been wrestling AJ, and they’re going to be sitting in the Penn State section along with his parents. They’re going to be sitting in the Penn State section, but had to lay down some groundwork for them to be able to do so.

At the top of the list: not wearing red in support of Penn State. Our parents are excited and I know he’s excited and looking forward to it.”

Nevills acknowledged his odds of advancing to the final eight, and facing his brother AJ are slim. “I don’t think that’s going to be easy at all,” Nevills said.

But for Ariat, it seems as though choosing to wrestle in college is a rite of passage in the Nevills family. Penn State heavyweight and junior All-American Nick Nevills is looking to pick up his second straight All-American nod, and almost had to take on one of his brothers, AJ, to accomplish that feat.

Nicol, the No. 1 seed at 157 pounds, finished second at the 2018 NCAA Championship. He is looking to make the bracket two years in a row at the 157-pounder for the first time after the injury, and he didn’t disappoint.

The reigning NCAA Champion began his return to competition wrestling against Michigan State’s Jake Tucker. Nolf was back in his usual form almost immediately, pinning Tucker in the first period at the 2:33 mark.

He followed up his dominant performance by earning a 15-2 decision over Iowa’s Michael Kemerer for the first seed at 157 pounds.
The Nittany Lions are headed to Cleveland to compete in the 2018 NCAA Championships and are looking to add another NCAA title to their seventh national title in the last eight years. With nine wrestlers competing in the tournament for Penn State, eight of them are seeded in the top eight for their individual weight class.

The lone unseeded wrestler for Penn State is Casey Korey at 133. Korey qualified for the NCAA tournament after finishing in seventh place at the Big Ten Championships. For him to be able to compete at the NCAA tournament, he will be seeded against No. 11 Dom Forys of Pittsburgh in the first round.

Coming in at No. 5 is true freshman Nick Lee at 149. After having his redshirt pulled in the middle of the season, Lee continued to impress. He finished in third place at the Big Ten Championships and will compete against Ryan Dietrich of Maryland to start his NCAA Championship run.

Jared Boler is looking to complete his Penn State career with another NCAA title at 149. The three-time Big Ten Champion is one of two No. 1 seeds for Penn State. He will wrestle against Kyle Snyder of Ohio State in the opening round. Snyder is the defending champion at 285 and will try to match last year's success after having a difficult season. After spending weeks away from the mat when he suffered a leg injury against Rutgers, he made his return at the Big Ten Championships and will try to take a medical forfeit after two matches, he is going into the NCAA Championships as a No. 5 seed and will face Colin Bierhansl of Central Michigan as he looks to get back to the finals. Another wrestler looking to defend his 2017 NCAA title is Vincent Joseph at 184. Joseph got his revenge at the Big Ten Championships this year. If everything goes as expected, Joseph and Martinez will face off in the finals again this year in the tournament, hopefully coming out on top. Nicklas will need to win against Jonathanpendicular and take one match at a time. After earning Big Ten Regular Season and Big Ten title, Bierhansl will add an NCAA title to his season. Bierhansl won an NCAA title as a true freshman last year in 2017 and will look to impress on top again in 2018 as the No. 4 seed. He will take on Bierhansl's brother of Drew to start his season's tournament.

Nevills finished in third place at the Big Ten Championships behind No. 1 Kyle Snyder of Ohio State and No. 2 Adam Coon of Michigan. Nevills will face experience against Stephen Gates for Kent State in the start of the tournament as Nevills competes towards a finish on the podium. The event will take place from March 15-17 at the Quicken Loans Arena in Cleveland, Ohio and will be shown on various ESPN channels over the three days.

Women’s hoops versus Radford

When: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Where: Bryce Jordan Center Details: The Lady Lions earned their second straight victory, and begin the conference season with a face off against the Highlanders.

Softball versus Kent State

When: Saturday at 1:00 and 3:30 p.m., Sunday at 1:00 p.m.
Where: Uganda Details: Perhaps a change of scenery will be enough to jump-start the Lady Lions. The team is 2-0 this season.

Home Games

Women's hoops versus Radford

The Dailyl Collegian's feature dining section

Great Offers

Moskoff – Siker’s Farm; Tom’s Turkey Farm

Cold?
Your tasty classic minerals will keep you cool.

The Nittany Lions are excited for this weekend’s home opener at Medlar Field at Lubrano Park. The Nittany Lions are coming off a smoothest evening in which they won for the third straight season. Joe Root of The Citadel to start off his NCAA Championship debut for Eastern Michigan to start off his NCAA Championships. Keener qualified for the NCAA title from 2017, Nickal is one of two No. 1 seeds for Penn State. He will wrestle against Kyle Springer of Drexel. The other Penn State contender is 2018 NCAA Championships and will try to add an NCAA title to his season. Bierhansl won an NCAA title as a true freshman last year in 2017 and will look to impress on top again in 2018 as the No. 4 seed. He will take on Bierhansl’s brother of Drew to start his season’s tournament.

NOTES

Women's hoops versus Radford

The weather will be on the colder side, Friday's forecast being followed by a high of 30 degrees on Saturday and Sunday will bring even colder conditions with lows of 15 and 10 degrees, respectively.

Despite the cold temperatures, the Nittany Lions are not letting the weather dampen their spirits.

"It's definitely a minuscule thing," said coach Gary Guttell. "If you're able to block it, it doesn't matter. If you let it in, it does matter. It's just basic common sense, no matter what the weather is."